King of May
May Abdicate
Throne, Maybe

Carson I Attempts Suicide When Informed That He Is
To Resign at Coronation Ball Saturday Night at
River Oaks: Dates $2.50, Stage $1.50

QUEEN TRAINS SEAL AS RUMOR SPREADS

Dean Promises Immediate Action More Than
Ever Before: Joe Murch, Court Plumber, Seals
Duties of Two Men Trying to See Rule

"There was no hint of suicide when I informed Joe Carson of the rule Saturday night that he is to resign as king of May at the coronation ball at river Oaks on Saturday night at $2.50, stage $1.50," said a statement from the dean of the university.

"Naked, Carson was found lying on the floor of the office of the dean of the university, who said that he was too drunk to react. Carson was then taken to the hospital, where he was pronounced dead."
Margaret Sullivan says Luckies are the answer for her throat

"I am not sure which is more crucial—a Broadway microphone or the movie microphones. At any rate, whether in Hollywood or New York, an actress has to be certain that her performances are always up to the mark. And that means being scattered in the voice and throat. That's why, though I enjoy smoking, smoking Luckies. If I've too much judgment on the subject, I choose, when I first begin smoking, Luckies are the choice, because I found they take smoke away for my throat. And that's an advantage too. Luckies are still smoking.

An independent survey was made recently among professional men and women—lawyers, doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they personally prefer a light smoke.

Miss Sullivan verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are their fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain irritants, takes the exclusive process

"It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

A Light Smoke
"It's Toasted"—Your Throat Protection

AGAINST IRRITATION—AGAINST COUGH

Copyright 1935, The American Tobacco Company
Drama Club Has
People and Cast
Waiting for Who
Down With Filthy Luker,
Says Zelda, Keeper
of the Mawny

The League City High was broken
in upon by Filthy Luker. It is
impossible to imagine what the
people and cast is going to
become of the Mawny when
Filthy Luker finds his way to it.

The League City High is
waiting for Who.

Saturday Dances
To Be Kept at
Olde Heidelberg

All This Running In and
Out Runs Up Black Stay Put, Says Ward

President of the Drama Club John
Prudence-Stevens announced Monday
night that something must be done in
order to get the cast running in and
out without running up the black stay put.

All This Running In and Out
Runs Up Black Stay Put, Says Ward

Baseball Players
To Give Up Ghost
After Troubles

Spring Cleaning!

Here's your quick tips cleaned
and ready to be used. Here's a
list of Spring Cleaning Tips:

1. Clean the windows.
2. Vacuum the carpets.
3. Polish the furniture.
4. Wash the clothes.
5. Mow the lawn.
6. Paint the house.
7. Wash the dishes.
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THE PURE OIL STATION

Close door to Top Hat

You'll quickly find out
for yourself

that Chesterfields
are Milder... that they have a
more pleasing TASTE and AROMA